1st July 2021

Summer Camps
SONMARG

6 Nights & 7 Days

Contact : +91 7718000055

info@thexplorers.co.in

Insta - @the_xplorers

ITINERARY

Day 1 Arrival - Drive Sonamarg
Arrive in Srinagar where you will be met by your Full On Adventure
Leader and transferred to your accommodation at Sonamarg. Settle
into your camps, unwind, take a walk and get ready for your
evening brief.

Day 2 Sonamrg to Nichinai Day Excursion
Awaken to a full cooked breakfast before starting your trek, Start
your trek to Nichinai. Situated about 13 km
away from the beautiful hill station of Sonamarg, the Nichinai Pass
is a high mountain passage in the
Kashmir valley. This route, at an elevation of 4139 metres above the
mean sea level, commands stunning
vistas of the low lying regions. It serves as a prominent base for the
trekking circuit in Sonamarg and as the
main route to many destinations across the valley. Treks to high
altitude lakes like Krishnasar and Vishansar
are conducted through Nichinai Pass. Evening is spent back at
camps reflecting on the days experiences.Enjoy Bonfire at camps
Dinner and overnight stay at camps.
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Day 3 Sonamarg - Thajwas Glaicer Day Excursion
Awaken to a full cooked breakfast before starting your trek,
Start your trek to Thajiwas Glacier, which lies at
a distance of 3 km from Sonamarg in Kashmir is an exquisite
beauty situated 3000 m above sea level covered
in snow all through the year. The glacier is one of the most
significant assets of Jammu and Kashmir and a
must-visit for all the nature and trekking lovers. One gets to
experience the beauty of the glacier by trekking
all the way there from Sonamarg. There is also the option of
hiring a pony to get to the glacier. On the way
to the glacier, the tourists get to witness the beauty of the
silver shining frozen lake along with all the greenery
around. The contrast of both of them is what makes it
enchanting to the eyes. On the way, the tourists also come
across Gujjar tribes who have their camps set up and earn
their livelihood here.
In addition to all this, alpine meadows are scattered all over in the
Thajiwas Glacier along with numerous
waterfalls which make the region appear like heaven on earth. This
makes the glacier one of the most famous
and most visited tourist attractions of Sonamarg. The tourists get to
ride the sledge during the summer season
too. Evening is spent back at camps reflecting on the days
experiences. Enjoy Bonfire at camps Dinner and overnight stay at
camps.
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Day 4 Sonamrg - Nilagrad River
After a hearty hot breakfast start your trek to Nilagrad with
the Nilagard River all the way by your side.
Nilagrad river is highly revered. A lot of locals come here
every Sunday to take a dip into its waters. Nilagard
is the last village of Kashmir region. You can come across the
local village and experience the local culture of
the village. The scenic beauty all around it engulfs one too.
Evening is spent back at camps reflecting on the days
experiences. Enjoy Bonfire at camps Dinner and overnight
stay at camps.

Day 5 Sonamarg Leisure Camps and Rafting Day Out
If there are two important facets that define Sonmarg, they
are vast leisure valleys and adrenaline rushing
activities. The Indus River offers grade 4 rapids for
whitewater rafting. Anyone from experienced rafters to
first-timers can indulge in rafting. Todays after breakfast relax
at the amazing camp site at Sonamarg and enjoy a 6Km long
rafting run at Sonamarg. Enjoy Bonfire at camps Dinner and
overnight stay at camps.
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Day 6 - Sonamarg - Srinagar Local Sightseeing
After breakfast, check out of the Camps in Sonamarg and
proceed to Srinagar. On arrival, begin your
excursion to the Grand Mughal Gardens (Chashme Shahi,
Nishat Bagh &amp; Shalimar Bagh). Rest of the day leisure at
Srinagar and enjoy comfortable overnight stay.

Day 7 Srinagar Departure
After buffet breakfast you will be transferred to Srinagar
airport. Due to the extremely strict security
measures at the airport during peak season, guests are
requested to leave for the airport at least 4 hours prior
to departure. We are forced to enforce this rule as there are 4
security barriers to pass before reaching the
airport. Also, there are regular traffic jams for a couple of
kilometres outside the airport.
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COSTING

Per Person.

Considering 64
Pax - Rs. 12,990/-

Per Person.

Considering 32
Pax - Rs. 13,990/-

Per Person.

Considering 22
Pax - Rs. 14,990/-

The Above Price Is In Indian Rupees.*
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ACCOMMODATION
5 Nights Stay At Luxury Camps On Arrival In Sonamarg.
1 Night Stay At Luxury Houseboats in Srinagar.

TRANSPORTATION
Airport Pick &amp; Drop.
Local Sightseeing of Srinagar.
All other transfers.
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THINGS TO CARRY
An identification card along with a photocopy.
Trekking shoes.
Full sleeve sweater/fleece jacket.
Woollen monkey cap.
Thermal innersLight weight rain coat/poncho.
Sun glasses, Sun cap and/or head-scarf.
Trekking pole.
Cold cream and sun screen lotion.
LED Torch with extra set of cells.
Personal toilet kit (minimal) and toilet paper.
Small repair kit consisting of safety pins, needle, thread and string.
Personal medicine.
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MEAL
Nutritious Veg/Non Veg Meals
during Tour API.

ACTIVITY
Trekking.
Camping.
White Water River Rafting.
Camp Fire.
Shikara Ride on Dal/Nigeen Lake.

OTHER INCLUSIONS
Trek equipment such as tent, kitchen tent,
toilet tent.
Permits required for the trek.
First aid medical kits and oxygen cylinder.
Charge of qualified trek leader, guide and
support staff.
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ADVISORY
Do not bring non-bio gradable materials.
Pay heed to the instructions given by the trek leader and
guide.
Consumption of alcohol and other intoxicating substances are
strictly prohibited.
Do check with your doctor if you are medically fit for the trek.
Though transportation from Srinagar-Sonamarg and Naranag
to Srinagar is not included in the package, it can be arranged
at an additional cost on prior notice.
In case you do not want the Srinagar-Sonamarg pick-up,
inform us at least 15 days prior to the starting date as there are
fix transportation timings in Srinagar.
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CANCELLATION POLICY
If cancellations are made 30 days before the start date of the
trip, 25% of total tour cost will be
charged as cancellation fees.
If cancellations are made 15-30 days before the start date of
the trip, 50% of total tour cost will be
charged as cancellation fees.
If cancellations are made within 0-15 days before the start
date of the trip, 100% of total tour cost
will be charged as cancellation fees.
In case of unforeseen weather conditions or government
restrictions, certain activities may be
cancelled and in such cases the operator will try his best to
provide an alternate feasible activity. However no refund will
be provided for the same.
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CONFIRMATION POLICY
The customer receives a confirmation voucher via email within
24 hours of successful booking.
In case the preferred slots are unavailable, an alternate
schedule of the customer’s preference will
be arranged and a new confirmation voucher will be sent via
email.
Alternatively, the customer may choose to cancel their booking
and a full refund will be
processed.
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